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PART - A

Answer all questions. Each question carries 1 mark.

1. fia,i=-3i ++j si, find lxri.
2. Find the gradient of f(x,y,z\=xyz.

3. lf f = xi + yj +zi,find divi .

4. State Keplers first law.

5. Give an example of an inllnite cyclic group.

6. The dimension ofthe vector space 0 over IR is

7. unit of the field IR is _
8. Define Basis of a vector space.

9. Find the fundamental period of sin2x.
10. Define an even function.

(10x!=l0Marks)
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PART - B

Answer any eight questions. Each question carries 2 marks.

11. Find the length ofan arcof the curve x =2cosf, !=2sint, f =5f from f =0 to

12. ll i. i- j+i andi=i, ! +k, thenfind i.i andAxi.
'13. Define irrotational and solenodialvector fields.

14. Convert the polar equation , = ,*Jn _r,, U 
into Cartesian equation.

15. Convert the cylindrical co-ordinat"u (,a i - S'l into rectangular co-ordinales.
\J)

16. Evaluate t[lx'?yzav, where S:-1 <x<1,0<y<2,0<z<1.
s

'17. Find the quotient and remainder when -38 is divided by 7.

18. Give a basis tor the veclor space O(s"E) over O.

19. Define semigroup and monoid.

20. State the left and right cancellation laws in a group.

21 . lf R is a ring with additive identity 0, then prove that 0a = a0 = 0 for a e R .

22. Deflne Fourier series of a periodic function. Write the Euler's Formula for finding
Fourier co-efficients' 

(a y2=16 Marks)

PART _ C

Answer any six questions. Each question carries 4 marks.

23. Find the derivative ot t(x,y)= xzsinly atthe point [r,{] in tt'" direclion of
\ z)

n =3i tal .

2+. Let F(x,y,z)= xzi -xyj -3xzi.FinddivF and curl Fat(1,0,-1).
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26.

Show that
derivative.

Graph the

o<0<1-.
2

i(t) = cosi " rft'+ sint* has constant length and it

set of points whose polar co-ordinate satisfy the

is orthogonal to its

relation 1<r<2,

2527. Find the directrix of the parabola r = '10 + 10 cos P

28. Let G be a group and a,beG. Then show that (a*O/ =a'*b' it and only if
a*b-b*a,where a' is the inverse of a.

29. Prove that every cyclic group is Abelian.

30. l-ind the l-oufler series ol the function f(r\ -;1' - 
o ' ' '0 .

[- 1,0 < x < r

31. Find the two half range expansion of f(x)= x, 0 < x < L.
(5x4=24Marks)

PART _ D

Answer any two questions. Each question carries '15 marks.

32. (a) Find the angle between the vectors A --i -2j -2k and i .2i 17 j+6i.

(b) Find the unit tangent vector and cuNature of the curve with position vector
i\t)=i i t'zj.

33. (a) Let G be a wedge in the first octant cut from the cylindrical solid y2 + 22 <1

by the planes y=x and x=0.Evaluate lJJzdV.
G

(b) Sketch the graph of r = =-9 ^ in polar co-ordinates.
2+coso
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34. (a) Let- be defined on Q* by arb =9! srrow that (O',-) i""grorp.

(b) Determine whether (1,10) (1,0,1) (0, t,l) is a basic for R3 over R.

35. Find the Fourier series expansion of t(x)=3xQr2 - r'), - r. r. r.
. 12 x 15= 30 Marks)
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